Hippocampal neurons fire selectively in local behavioral contexts such as the position in an environment or phase of a task, [1][2][3] and are thought to form a cognitive map of task-relevant variables. 1, 4, 5 However, their activity varies over repeated behavioral conditions, 6 such as di↵erent runs through the same position or repeated trials. Although widely observed across the brain, 7-10 such variability is not well understood, and could reflect noise or structure, such as the encoding of additional cognitive information.
planning, 12, 15, 16 and reinforcement learning. 17, 18 In general, our approach could find broader use in probing the organization and computational role of circuit dynamics in other brain regions.
The activity state of a neural circuit can be described as a point in a high-dimensional coordinate system, termed the state space, where each coordinate represents the firing rate of an individual neuron. Neural population activity over time can be viewed as a trajectory through this state space (Fig. 1a , "population activity"). Underlying properties of the network and its inputs can confine this trajectory to a low-dimensional, possibly nonlinear subspace, termed a manifold, with a much fewer number of intrinsic coordinates that encode cognitive and behavioral variables. For example, hippocampal attractor models predict that position in the environment is encoded in this manner during spatial navigation 19 and mental exploration, 15 and similar models of computation and memory have been proposed for many systems. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] As a subspace of state space, the manifold delimits the allowable joint activity patterns, manifesting as correlations between neurons. For example, in Fig. 1a , neuron 1's instantaneous firing rate can be perfectly predicted from neurons 2 and 3. Furthermore, the manifold can constrain the temporal evolution of neural activity, as continuous transitions between distant states must move through intermediate states along the manifold. Therefore, restriction to a low-dimensional manifold implies that individual neurons are not free to vary independently; rather, their activity reflects underlying, population-level structure. In this case, trial-to-trial variability would correspond to variation in the underlying network trajectory, which must remain on the manifold. Experimentally testing this picture requires a means to reconstruct a manifold from population recordings, which should ideally 1) discover nonlinear structure, 2) capture temporal relationships between states, 3) recover topological and geometric properties of the manifold, and 4) provide explicit mappings between neural activity and coordinates on the manifold. Powerful methods have : Manifold discovery and model of trial-to-trial variability. a, Schematic of manifold discovery algorithm (see Methods for details). Shown for a synthetic example with three neurons. Activity forms a random walk in firing rate space, constrained to a 2d spiral manifold. b, A 2d, nonlinear manifold is recovered from the activity of 100 place and grid cells as a simulated rat explores a 2d arena (subset of cells and time points shown). The network's trajectory on the manifold matches the rat's trajectory in the environment. Points plotted on the manifold correspond to population activity at the grid of locations shown in the environment (plots scaled and rotated to align for visual comparison). Lines connect points that are neighbors in the environment; the manifold preserves spatial topology. Pairwise distances on the manifold and environment are correlated (R=.998, 3.1 ⇥ 10 6 pairs of points). Cells form firing fields on the manifold that match their firing fields in the environment. c-f, Conceptual model of trial-to-trial variability. c, Single-trial population activity corresponds to trajectories on a nonlinear manifold (shown for 3 trials). Directions along the manifold represent internal variables that may correspond to behavioral measurements or be hidden (one of each type shown). Neurons fire as a function of network state, forming firing fields on the manifold (firing rate shown as color intensity for four cells). Behavioral firing fields average out the hidden variable. d, The extra dimension (hidden variable) allows the network to take di↵erent paths through manifold firing fields despite identical behavioral conditions. Consequently, cells fire with di↵erent amplitude, position, and order across trials. e, The manifold constrains trial-to-trial variability. For example, local topology determines the permitted sequences in which cells can fire. f, Trial-to-trial variability can also arise if activity decouples from instantaneous behavioral conditions and the network moves independently along the manifold. Shown for a 2d behavioral trajectory.
been developed for uncovering low-dimensional, latent structure in data, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] but do not generally meet all criteria simultaneously.
To reconstruct a manifold while satisfying the above criteria, we developed a new approach: Manifold Inference from Neural Dynamics (MIND; Fig 1a, see Methods). We view the manifold as an abstract object representing constraints on population activity over time. It is embedded in a high-dimensional state space but may be intrinsically lowdimensional, in which case the population activity can be described by a small number of intrinsic coordinates. In applying MIND, we first learned transition probabilities between states, using a novel algorithm based on a randomized ensemble of decision trees. Each tree adaptively partitioned state space into local neighborhoods, with a continuous probability distribution over future states for each neighborhood. After combining estimates across trees, we used the transition probabilities to construct a distance metric between states, which defined their proximity on the manifold. Distances had the property that they were smaller for pairs of states that transitioned to each other with higher probability, through a smaller number of intermediate states. We obtained intrinsic manifold coordinates representing the network trajectory by embedding states into a low-dimensional Euclidean space such that distances were approximately preserved. We learned functions mapping neural activity space to intrinsic manifold coordinates (and vice versa), which are useful in evaluating how well the manifold captures the neural activity, and in explaining the variability of this activity across trials. MIND distances can also be studied directly, making it possible to estimate geometric and topological properties of the manifold, and enabling the reconstruction of more general manifolds such as circles and spheres.
We validated our method on synthetic data from a simple model of the hippocampal-entorhinal system during spatial navigation. The model contained 50 place cells and 50 grid cells 1 that fired as a simulated rat explored a 2d arena. Each cell fired according to its place field or grid field, which specified firing rate as a function of the rat's position (Fig. 1b) . Because the rat moved uniformly throughout the arena and each position strictly determined a unique firing pattern, activity should lie on a manifold that is isometric to the physical environment up to an overall scale. Accordingly, we fit a 2d manifold to the population activity using MIND. As expected, the recovered manifold was geometrically equivalent to the environment, and the network's trajectory on the manifold matched the rat's trajectory in the environment (Fig 1b) . Computing firing rates as a function of manifold coordinates yielded firing fields on the manifold. In contrast to place and grid fields, which are a direct function of behavior, manifold firing fields relate individual neuronal activity to the underlying network state. Because of the correspondence between network states and the environment, each neuron's firing field on the manifold matched its place or grid field in the environment (Fig.  1b) .
Unlike the synthetic data, real population activity may not be entirely determined by measured behavioral variables. Neural circuit function is often characterized by estimating behavioral firing fields (e.g. place and grid fields), which represent the average activity of single neurons over repeated behavioral conditions. However, despite the often strong relationship between average firing and behavior, neural activity has been widely observed to vary across repeated trials. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] This variability could correspond to noise, or might represent additional cognitive information. 6, [11] [12] [13] In the latter case, we hypothesize that additional cognitive variables manifest as correlated structure in the population activity, in the same manner as measured behavioral variables. In particular, they could be encoded by additional dimensions of a manifold. In this conceptual model (Fig. 1c) , population activity lies on a nonlinear manifold, as described above. Movement along the manifold reflects the internal dynamics of the system, which may be modulated by sensory, behavioral, or cognitive processes. Each intrinsic dimension of the manifold represents an internal variable, which may correlate with a behavioral parameter that the experimenter has measured, or may be hidden (e.g. an unmeasured parameter, or cognitive variable with no external correlate). Individual neurons fire as a function of the overall network stateforming firing fields on the manifold-and the system takes varying trajectories through these fields over time. In contrast, behavioral firing fields represent expected firing rates given the measured variables, and are defined by averaging out all other sources of variability. We consider two complementary ways in which structured trial-to-trial variability can arise. First, the extra, hidden dimensions allow the system to take di↵erent trajectories through fields on the manifold even if behavioral conditions are fixed. Individual neurons may thus fire with di↵erent amplitudes and in di↵erent behavioral conditions on each trial (Fig. 1d) . They may even fire in di↵erent order, or fail to fire when the the trajectory completely misses a field on the manifold. However, the manifold constrains the variability that can occur. For example, the manifold's local topology limits the possible sequences in which cells can fire ( Fig.  1e) . Second, trial-to-trial variability can also arise if population activity temporarily decouples from current behavioral conditions, as might occur during spontaneous memory, prediction, or mental exploration events. 5, 12, [14] [15] [16] 39 In our model, such deviations from the typical encoding correspond to the network moving along the manifold independently of measured behavioral variables (Fig. 1f) .
To test our conceptual model, we analyzed population activity recorded from the dorsal CA1 hippocampal region of 4 rats. In addition to a standard spatial task (random foraging task, RFT), the rats performed a novel sound manipulation task 3 (SMT) where they remained in a fixed position, and pressed a lever to adjust an auditory tone to a goal frequency (Fig. 2a) . Individual neurons had localized behavioral firing fields on the environment (RFT) or sound frequency (SMT), which collectively represented the measured behavioral variables.
3 For our analyses, we created population activity vectors from the firing rates of simultaneously recorded cells, which we analyzed separately for each behavioral session. We studied 6 sessions in total, 3 from each task, with 15-52 neurons per session.
To assess whether the hippocampal activity was constrained to a low-dimensional manifold, we used MIND to fit manifolds of increasing dimensionality. For each choice of dimensionality d, we mapped activity vectors to d-dimensional intrinsic manifold coordinates, which we then mapped back to activity space to define reconstructed activity vectors; these represent the projection of the original activity onto the manifold fit by MIND. We computed a reconstruction score, defined as the fraction of variance in the activity vectors explained by the reconstructed activity vectors, which was closer to 1 when the activity was closer to the manifold. The reconstruction score saturated at a low dimensionality across behavioral sessions in both tasks (.91 ± .05 by d = 3; mean ± s.d.; Fig. 2b , Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2), indicating that the hippocampal population activity lies near a low-dimensional manifold. To control for overfitting, we computed cell prediction scores 27 (where each manifold was used to predict the activity of held-out cells), which saturated or attained their optimum at low dimensionalities (Extended Data Fig. 3 ). To test whether the reconstructed manifolds were nonlinear, we compared MIND to principal component analysis (PCA), which recovers linear manifolds with optimal reconstruction score (Fig. 2b, Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2 ). MIND attained greater reconstruction scores at lower dimensionality, particularly for the RFT, where PCA required an order of magnitude more dimensions to reach the same performance. As a further control to ensure that low-dimensional manifold fits were not inevitable, we verified that high-dimensional simulations with properties matched to the data were not well-fit at low dimensionalities (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Thus, in both tasks, our results suggest that hippocampal population activity is restricted to lie near a low-dimensional, nonlinear manifold.
To estimate the intrinsic dimensionality of the hippocampal activity, we fit manifolds at each dimensionality d, as above. For each d, we computed an intrinsic dimensionality score (IDS, see Methods). We took the peak of the IDS curve to define the optimal dimensionality, and we validated this estimator on simulated datasets (Extended Data  Fig. 4 ). For the hippocampal activity, the optimal manifold dimensionality in each task exceeded the number of measured behavioral variables (RFT, d = 3 for all rats, SMT, d = 2 for rats 103 and 106, d = 3 for rat 107; Fig.  2b , Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2 ). This suggests that the behavioral variables do not completely determine the neural activity, which varies along a greater number of dimensions. As a control, we analyzed synthetic population activity from a Poisson null model, 6 where each neuron's activity was generated according to its behavioral firing field, and did not contain any sources of variability beyond Poisson noise. In this case, we found neural activity manifolds whose dimensionalities matched the measured behavioral variables (d = 2, RFT, d = 1, SMT; Fig. 2b ). Therefore, in contrast to the variability in the data, Poisson variability is not su cient to increase the dimensionality of the manifold, providing further evidence that the neural variability represents structure rather than noise. In summary, our analyses indicate that the hippocampal activity is well-fit by nonlinear manifolds of dimension much less than the number of neurons. However, for each task, the activity manifold has at least one extra dimension, suggesting that 
Behavioral variables vs. first two manifold dimensions
Press lever and hold to adjust tone frequency
Release lever when tone is in reward zone 22 15 Number of measured behavioral variables Figure 2 : Properties of hippocampal activity manifolds. Analyses shown for rat 103 during one RFT session (left column) and one SMT session (right column). a, Depiction of task structure. b, Left: Fraction of variance in the population activity explained by manifolds of increasing dimensionality, constructed by MIND. In comparison, the fraction of variance explained by optimal linear manifolds as constructed by PCA. Right: Intrinsic dimensionality score vs. manifold dimensionality. We used the peak of the intrinsic dimensionality score to select an optimal dimensionality. In comparison to a Poisson null model whose activity was determined by the measured behavioral variables, the hippocampal activity had an extra dimension. Gray band indicates standard error across synthetic Poisson datasets. c, Decoding error when predicting behavioral variables from intrinsic manifold coordinates of increasing dimensionality, or from activity vectors containing the original firing rates. Error bars represent s.d. over cross-validation folds. d, Representation of behavior along the first two coordinates (ordered by variance) of the optimal manifold (RFT 3d, SMT 2d, as estimated in b). Each datapoint is colored by the values of the behavioral variables at the corresponding timepoint. e, Top: Manifold firing fields for 3 cells from each task, depicting firing rate as a function of manifold coordinates. Visualized along the first two coordinates of the optimal manifold, as in d. Each cell's maximum firing rate is indicated. Bottom: Behavioral firing fields for the same cells, depicting firing rate as a function of measured behavioral variables. For visual comparison, the manifold plots in d,e are aligned to the behavioral coordinates by rotation and scaling.
the neural activity is not completely determined by the measured behavioral variables, and may encode additional information.
To characterize the relationship between the manifold and behavior, we first attempted to decode the rat's instantaneous position in the RFT or sound frequency in the SMT from the intrinsic manifold coordinates at each timepoint (Fig. 2c, Extended Data Figs. 1b, 2b) . Decoding performance at the optimal manifold dimensionality (identified as above) was comparable to that achieved with the original firing rates (mean Euclidean decoding error with manifold coordinates vs. firing rates: 11 vs. 11 cm for RFT, .28 vs. .32 log kHz for SMT; mean across rats). Thus, the manifold captures all information about measured behavioral variables that is available to the decoder in the raw firing rates. Decoding performance was similar for manifolds fit at a lower dimensionality, equal to the the number of behavioral variables d b (Fig. 2c, Extended Data Figs. 1b, 2b) . Because manifold dimensions are non-redundant, this suggests that the extra dimension we identified above carries little information about measured behavioral variables. Rather, it represents additional information in structured population activity.
Position and sound frequency were encoded smoothly along the manifold, and change in each variable corresponded to continuous movement along a di↵erent direction on the manifold (Fig. 2d, Extended Data Figs. 1c, 2c ). To quantify this relationship, we compared distances between corresponding pairs of points when calculated using the d b -dimensional behavioral coordinates versus the first d b manifold coordinates with greatest variance. Pairwise distances in both spaces were correlated, indicating geometric similarity between the manifold and behavior (Pearson correlation .70 ± .06 for RFT and .55 ± .16 for SMT; mean ± s.d. across rats). Thus, the manifold captures a map-like representation of behavioral variables in the neural activity, and MIND can recover this representation in an unsupervised manner. In comparison, related manifold learning algorithms (isomap and PCA) did not reproduce this geometric structure, and preserved less information about behavior (Extended Data Fig. 5 , Methods section 18).
Many neurons formed compact firing fields on the manifold, indicating that they fired preferentially in a local neighborhood of network states, as in our conceptual model (Fig. 1c, 2e , Extended Data Figs. 6, 7). Field positions remained stable when manifolds were fit separately to each half of the behavioral session (Extended Data Fig. 8 ), suggesting that manifold firing fields represent genuine constraints on the relationship between cell activity and network state that persist throughout the local behavioral context. When viewed along the first d b manifold coordinates, these fields largely recapitulated the cells' localized behavioral firing fields, as expected given the geometric similarity of the behavioral space and the manifold along these dimensions (Fig. 2e, Extended Data Figs. 6, 7) . However, as above, the manifold contained an extra dimension beyond the measured behavioral variables. Many cells' firing fields were localized and stable along this extra dimension as well, suggesting that their firing reflects additional structure beyond the encoding of measured behavioral variables (Fig. 2e, Extended Data Figs. 6, 7 ).
Could this extra dimension account for trial-to-trial variability, as in our conceptual model? In the SMT, the rat swept through the same sound frequencies on every trial, and many cells had frequency-tuned behavioral firing fields. However, they fired at a di↵erent sound frequency and with a di↵erent number of spikes on each trial (Fig. 3a) . We quantified this variability by examining single-trial activity as a function of sound frequency, and estimating the normalized position and amplitude of the activity peak on each trial. The interdecile range (IDR) across trials measured the position and amplitude variability of each cell, ranging from 0 (no variability) to 1 (maximum variability) (Fig.  3b) . As previously observed in spatial tasks, 6 many cells exhibited high variability in the SMT (position IDR .56 ± .25, amplitude IDR .69 ± .11, mean ± s.d. for all cells across rats). Position variability was broadly distributed across cells, whereas nearly all cells had highly variable peak amplitudes.
Despite this variability, the recovered manifold successfully predicted single-trial activity. As above, activity reconstructions accounted for most of the variance in the raw neural activity (Fig. 2b) . Furthermore, in the SMT, single-trial peak positions and amplitudes in the reconstructed activity matched those in the original data ( Fig. 3c) (mean absolute error .09 ± .06 for position, .14 ± .08 for amplitude; mean ± s.d. across cells and rats). Thus, trial-to-trial variability is not arbitrary. Rather, it corresponds to variation in the trajectory of the entire population along a low-dimensional manifold. As in our conceptual model (Fig. 1c,d) , the single-trial activity of individual neurons reflected the interaction of this trajectory with firing fields on the manifold. In particular, the existence of an extra dimension beyond sound frequency allowed activity to vary over repetitions of the same frequency (Fig. 3d,e) . For example, cells could fail to fire at their preferred frequencies when the 2d trajectory traversed around, rather than through their firing fields on the manifold-something impossible for a one-dimensional system (Fig. 3d ). This phenomenon also occurred for the 3d RFT manifold (Extended Data Fig. 9 ). Furthermore, despite the monotonic increase in frequency on every trial, cells with adjacent firing fields on the manifold could fire in di↵erent order, depending on which field the trajectory entered first (Fig. 3e) .
Finally, the fact that population activity is intrinsically low-dimensional but higher-dimensional than the behavior suggests that trial-to-trial variability is correlated across cells. Such correlated variability is commonly referred to as noise correlation, although it may reflect underlying structure, such as fluctuation in internal states. 7 When population activity is viewed as a trajectory on a manifold capturing these internal states, noise correlation arises from the arrangement of firing fields on the manifold. For example, the cells shown in Fig. 3e fire at similar sound frequencies on average because their manifold firing fields are aligned along the first dimension, which encodes frequency. However, these fields are largely non-overlapping, and are arranged along the second dimension such that a trajectory avoiding one field must necessarily pass through the other. Therefore, given a fixed sound frequency, trial-to-trial variation of the trajectory along the second dimension will produce anti-correlated fluctuations in the two cells' activity. To quantify this e↵ect, we estimated noise correlations between pairs of cells in the SMT using standard procedures (see Methods). We tested the null hypothesis of zero noise correlation using a permutation test where permutations destroyed noise correlations, but preserved behavior-related correlations arising from the frequency tuning of each neuron. All rats had cell pairs with negative and positive noise correlations exceeding those in the permuted data (Fig. 3f, Extended  Data Fig. 2d ). The mean absolute noise correlation across cells was significantly greater than zero (.14 ± .07, mean ± s.d. across rats, p < .004 for each rat). Thus, trial-to-trial variability is correlated across cells, as expected given the manifold structure of population activity.
Our conceptual model describes a second means by which trial-to-trial variability could arise: temporary decoupling of neural activity from the current behavioral conditions (Fig. 1f) . As above, there is a general correspondence between intrinsic manifold coordinates and measured behavioral variables (Fig. 2c,d ). However, this correspondence could momentarily break if the network were to move independently along the manifold. To test this picture, we decoded the rat's position in the RFT from the network's 3d coordinates on the manifold. The predicted and actual trajectories through the environment were typically synchronized. However, the predicted trajectory could deviate during local episodes, in which network activity encoded future, past, or nearby locations in the environment (Fig.  4a) . We refer to these deviations as leads, lags, and detours, respectively. Predicted and actual trajectories were more closely synchronized for a manifold fit to our Poisson null model (Fig. 4a) , where activity encodes the rat's current position by construction (as above).
To quantify leading and lagging deviations, we used dynamic time warping to estimate the temporal lag between the predicted and true position at each timepoint. The distribution of lags over time was peaked around zero, indicating that the trajectories were typically synchronized. Tails of the distribution correspond to occasional leading and lagging deviations (Fig. 4b, Extended Data Fig. 10 ). The lag distribution for the Poisson model indicates the magnitude of leads and lags expected by chance. Lead and lag magnitudes, measured by the mean absolute lag, were significantly greater for the real data than the Poisson model (p < 5 ⇥ 10 4 for all rats, estimated by Monte Carlo simulation from the Poisson model). To identify statistically significant lead and lag events while controlling for local trajectory properties, we tested the hypothesis at each timepoint that absolute lag in the real data exceeded that in the Poisson model (false discovery rate controlled at the level .05). Significant lead and lag events were present in all rats, with leads occurring more frequently than lags (Fig. 4c, Extended Data Fig. 10 ). Rats also had significant detour events (see Methods), where the actual position di↵ered strongly from the predicted position, and this di↵erence could not be accounted for by lead or lag. Significant leads, lags and detours during random foraging behavior are illustrated in Supplementary Video 1 (see also Extended Data Fig. 11 ). We next asked whether the network trajectory remains on the manifold during deviations from encoding the current position. If true, there should be no increase in the manifold reconstruction error, which measures the distance between an activity vector and its projection on the manifold (as described above). Deviations-where population activity encodes a location other than the rat's current position-are characterized by an increase in position decoding error. However, reconstruction error and decoding error were essentially uncorrelated ( . Therefore, hippocampal activity does not depart from the manifold during leading, lagging, and detour deviations. Rather, the relationship between activity and behavior changes momentarily: during deviations, the network traverses states on the manifold that corresponded to future, past, or nearby behavioral states. An intriguing possibility is that leads, lags, and detours might reflect prediction, memory, or mental exploration processes in the hippocampus.
5, 12, 14-16, 39
Prior work 3, 40 suggests that task performance, both in spatial navigation and cognitive processes in general, activates a sequence of neural activity in the hippocampal formation in which firing fields are elicited parametrically with progress through behavior. Neighboring and partially overlapping fields represent the order and adjacency of behavioral states, useful in linking events in episodic memory, Here we expand that conceptual picture by demonstrating that, in two di↵erent cognitive tasks, the population level activity in the hippocampus lies near relatively low-dimensional manifolds in the state space of neural activity. Previously observed firing field sequences correspond to movements through adjacent states on the manifold. Importantly, the manifold structure not only determines the classical tuning properties (behavioral firing fields) but the neural variability as well. In this new conceptual view, during random foraging in space,"place" cells do not fire because the animal enters the place field; they fire when the neural circuit traverses the manifold field. Single trial activity averaged across manifold traversals produce the behavioral firing fields, but di↵erent trajectories produce variability, reflecting internal dynamics of the system. Importantly, this variability is not random, but structured according to the manifold, producing noise correlations. In this view, neural coding and structured variability are cast in a common framework: both correspond to movement along the same manifold.
Large scale recording of neural activity at cellular resolution is being increasingly used to measure neural circuit dynamics at the population level during behavior. MIND adds to the emerging set of methods for characterizing this network activity as low-dimensional trajectories in state space and analyzing its properties. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Our focus here has been on using MIND-based manifold characterization and analysis to probe the origin of variability in the hippocampus, but it should also be useful in characterizing neural dynamics in sensory perception, 8, 23 motor control 25, 28 and cognitive tasks such as working memory 20, 21 and integration of evidence during decision-making.
41
Future goals include determining how general manifolds are in brain dynamics, how their geometric structure and topology depends on the areas recorded, how their properties evolve over time, 42 and how specific forms of computation such as decision-making, memory recall, or action planning can be better understood in the conceptual framework of movement along or between manifolds-a general approach that may be thought of as "computing with manifolds." 
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Peer-prediction scores
Extended Data Figure 3 : Cross-validated, leave-one-cell-out "peer-prediction scores" for the RFT (left column) and SMT (right column), as a function of manifold dimensionality. In these analyses, each cell is held out in turn, and its activity is predicted from a manifold fit to the remaining cells; the score is defined as the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the true and predicted activity, averaged over all choices of the held-out cell (see Methods for a full description). Prediction scores saturated or attained their optimum at low dimensionalities. We validated our intrinsic dimensionality estimator (defined by taking the peak of the intrinsic dimensionality score) on simulated datasets of prescribed dimensionality. Simulations were modeled as place cells for a rat foraging in an arena which had the shape of a high-dimensional ball, with constant radius in all directions (see Methods). Since our estimator returns the dimensonality d such that the data most resembles a uniform d-dimensional ball, it should estimate the correct dimensionality on the simulations. a, Simulations with number of cells, number of timepoints, and firing properties of each cell matched to the RFT dataset for rat 103. Left, Reconstruction score. Right, Intrinsic dimensionality score. Undersampling does not result in an incorrect dimensionality estimate until d = 5. At this point, our analysis requires more samples (e.g. more cells, or better exploration of the manifold) to distinguish between the manifold which generated the data, and a manifold of lower dimensionality which fits the data well. Alternatively, a correct estimate can be obtained by imposing stronger constraints on the reconstruction itself, by adjusting the hyperparameters of the MIND algorithm. fit to population activity using each method. Each point corresponds to a timepoint in the dataset. Location represents coordinates of the network on the manifold. Color represents position of the rat along each dimension of the environment. Geodesic distances for Isomap were computed using a k nearest neighbors graph with k = 10 (chosen to represent position as well as possible). b, Geometric similarity between the 2d manifold and the environment. Quantified for each method by comparing distances between pairs of states on the manifold vs. corresponding positions in the environment. Plots show estimated joint probability density and Pearson correlation for 2 ⇥ 10 6 pairs of points. c, Decoding error when predicting rat position from the high-dimensional raw data or 2d manifold coordinates using Gaussian process regression. Bar heights represent the mean decoding error (estimated using 10 fold cross-validation over temporally contiguous blocks of data). Error bars represent SEM over cross-validation folds. Figure 9 : Example of a missed field on the 3d RFT manifold. Shown for rat 103. A "missed" place field occurs when the rat runs through a cell's firing field in the environment, but the cell fails to fire (or fires an unusually low number of spikes). The missed field is explained by considering the network's trajectory on the 3d manifold rather than the rat's trajectory in the 2d environment. As the rat moves through the place field, the 3d neural trajectory dodges around the cell's manifold firing field along the 3rd dimension, such that the cell does not fire. a, Left, Example of two spatial trajectory segments, each passing through the place field. The expected firing rate given position (far right) shows the amplitude of the place field along each spatial trajectory; the trajectories sample the place field nearly equally. However, the cell has a missed field on Trajectory 1, where the true firing rate is much lower than Trajectory 2 (center ). Thus, the cell's 2d place tuning cannot account for the variable neural activity. Bottom, For reference: the true activity and expected activity given position, over the entire session, for cell 1. b, Left, The 3d manifold firing field of cell 1. The intrinsic manifold coordinates of a representative set of datapoints are plotted, outlining the manifold. Points are colored by the firing rate of cell 1 at the corresponding timepoints. The manifold is aligned to the environment (below) by scaling, and then rotating the first two coordinates. As visualized, the place field is approximately a 2d projection of the 3d manifold field. Right, The 3d manifold firing field is visualized as an "isofield;" the green isosurface is defined as the level set of cell 1's firing rate, with level equal to half the maximum amplitude. Network trajectories are plotted in the intrinsic 3d coordinate system. When projected onto the environment (below), both trajectories overlap the place field. In 3d, Trajectory 1 dodges around the manifold firing field along the 3rd dimension, whereas Trajectory 2 passes through its center. Thus, the interaction between network trajectories and firing fields on the 3d manifold accounts for the variable neural activity. 1 Manifold discovery
METHODS
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Inputs
Input consists of population activity over time, and exogenous behavioral variables are not used. Activity for a population of N neurons is given as a time series of network states X = {x 1 , . . . , x T } where each state x t 2 R N is an N -dimensional vector in a continuous state space, with each dimension representing the activity of a neuron at time t.
Modeling state transitions using PPCA forests
A probabilistic model of transitions between states is then learned. Let X t be a continuous random vector representing the state at time t, and let X t+1 represent its "successor state," the state one timestep later. The conditional distribution over successor states given current state X t is p(X t+1 | X t ), and is assumed not to depend on time. Therefore, for states
is the same for all t, and we will write this as as p(x 0 | x) for convenience. We refer to this as the transition probability density function. The transition probability density function is estimated using a novel algorithm that employs decision trees to adaptively partition state space into local neighborhoods, and probabilistic PCA to model the distribution over successor states for each neighborhood. Distributions from a large set of randomized trees are then combined to give an ensemble model with better performance than any single tree. This algorithm, which we call 'PPCA forests', combines ideas from probabilistic PCA, 1 random projection trees, 2, 3 and random forests. 
Modeling state transitions using decision trees
Decision trees are used to model the conditional distribution over successor states, given the current state. In this approach, state space is partitioned into local neighborhoods, with a local distribution over successor states for current states that lie in each neighborhood. This strategy is similar to tree-based regression methods, 5 but operates in an unsupervised manner (there are no exogenous target variables), and produces probability distributions as outputs rather than point estimates.
A decision tree represents a hierarchical partition of state space, where each node of the tree corresponds to a local region A i of state space (where i is the node index). The root node represents the entire space. Each internal node has a direction parameter v i and threshold parameter c i that define a hyperplane. The hyperplane splits A i into subregions A L(i) and A R(i) , corresponding to the left and right child nodes L(i) and R(i) in the tree.
Leaf nodes, which have no children, represent the finest partition of state space into disjoint subregions. The index of the leaf node containing state x can be found by traversing the decision tree. Starting from the root node, x is recursively assigned to the left or right child node according to (1) , until hitting a leaf node.
Each leaf node has an associated Gaussian distribution with mean µ i and covariance matrix C i , which models the distribution over successor states, given that the current state falls within A i . As a whole, the decision tree implements an estimated transition probability density function f (x 0 | x), which assigns a probability density to possible successor state x 0 , given current state x. f is computed by traversing the tree to find the leaf node containing x. In terms of this leaf node, the estimated transition probability density function is given by
where l(x) is the index of the leaf node containing x, and N (x | µ, C) denotes a Gaussian density function with mean µ and covariance matrix C.
Fitting decision trees
A decision tree is learned by recursively partitioning state space into progressively finer neighborhoods. A tree begins as a single leaf node (the root) representing the entire state space. At each step, a leaf node is split to create two child nodes, and a local model is fit to the successors of states in the dataset that fall within each child region. Splitting parameters and local models are jointly optimized, such that local neighborhoods adapt to the data. However, random constraints are imposed, which serve to decorrelate the trees and increase the accuracy of the final ensemble model. The training procedure can be seen as a randomized, greedy algorithm for approximately maximizing the likelihood of each tree. Learning local distributions with probabilistic PCA. The distribution over successor states for each neighborhood is modeled as a Gaussian, whose mean and covariance matrix must be estimated from the data. The trajectory through state space is believed to lie near a low-dimensional, nonlinear manifold. This implies that the distribution over states in a su ciently small region should be concentrated near the local tangent plane of the manifold with small out-of-plane deviations due to noise and the curvature of the manifold. Variance should therefore be low along directions orthogonal to the tangent plane. To exploit this low-dimensional structure, probabilistic PCA 1 (PPCA) is used to estimate the distribution over successor states. PPCA provides regularization by imposing low-dimensional constraints on the covariance matrix, thereby reducing overfitting.
Let X + i = {x t+1 | x t 2 A i } denote the set containing the successors of states in the dataset that fall within neighborhood A i . The mean µ i and covariance matrix C i are estimated from X + i using maximum likelihood PPCA, as described below (Section 1.7).
Splitting rules. Splitting a node creates two child nodes, each with a local PPCA model. Splitting parameters determine the data assigned to each child node, and are chosen to maximize the likelihood of the resulting PPCA models.
Parameters for splitting node i consist of a direction and threshold that define a hyperplane separating the local neighborhood A i into two subregions (1) . Suppose that A i were split along direction v with threshold c. Let sets L 
PPCA models are fit to each of these sets (see Section 1.7). Let ML (·) denote the log likelihood of the maximum likelihood PPCA model for a given set of points, computed as in (15) . The splitting direction v i and threshold c i are chosen as:
The splitting direction is constrained to V i , a set of n dir < N random directions sampled from the uniform distribution on the unit sphere. This constraint introduces randomness into the fitting procedure, which decorrelates trees and plays an important role when multiple trees are combined into an ensemble model (Section 1.2.3). The splitting threshold is constrained such that no fewer than n leaf data points are assigned to either subregion. Choice of the hyperparameters n dir and n leaf is discussed below. The optimization problem (4) can be solved by iterating through directions and a finite number of thresholds that uniquely partition the data along each direction. PPCA models are fit for each candidate direction and threshold, and the direction, threshold, and PPCA parameters that maximize the log likelihood are retained. We describe ways to accelerate the optimization procedure in Section 1.6.2.
In general machine learning applications (e.g. classification, regression, and nearest neighbor search), decision tree nodes are commonly split along single dimensions. This corresponds to splitting with axis-parallel hyperplanes, producing hyperrectangular local regions. Here, we perform splits along randomized, oblique directions, producing local regions that are convex polytopes. This strategy allows trees to adapt more e ciently to data distributed along low-dimensional manifolds, but embedded in spaces with high ambient dimension.
2, 3
Stopping rules determine when the recursive splitting procedure terminates, producing a final leaf node. A node will not be split if it contains fewer than 2n leaf data points. Together with constraints on the splitting threshold (4), this ensures that every leaf node in the final model contains at least n leaf data points. Similar to regression trees and random forests, 4, 5 decreasing n leaf produces a larger number of smaller neighborhoods, which increases flexibility of the overall model and reduces bias. However, it also leaves fewer data points available for fitting local models, which increases variance. As in random forests, 4 this cost is o↵set by combining the outputs of many trees, which reduces variance, thereby allowing more flexible trees (see Section 1.2.3). A general guideline is that n leaf must be large enough to allow the estimation of a local PPCA model. n leaf can be selected using cross-validation. In our analyses, we used n leaf = 40, which was chosen in an ad hoc manner, and not optimized using the data.
Combining trees into a forest
Individual trees are combined into a forest, which is an ensemble model of transitions between network states. Each tree represents a partition of state space into local neighborhoods, with a transition model for each neighborhood. Because node splitting directions are chosen from a random set (4), the neighborhoods and local models are di↵erent for each tree. This randomization serves to decorrelate trees. As with random forests 4 and bagging, 5 combining the outputs of a diverse set of models reduces variance, yielding an ensemble model with greater performance than any individual model. Let {f 1 , . . . , f S } denote the models for S trees, each specifying a transition probability density function as in (2). Given current state x, the combined transition probability density function is:
The sample median of the individual model outputs is used for robustness. Z is a normalizing constant such that the distribution integrates to one. In practice, it is not necessary to compute Z, as further analyses only require values proportional to the probability density. The degree of dependence between trees is controlled by the hyperparameter n dir , which specifies the number of random directions to consider when splitting a node (4). n dir plays a similar role as the hyperparameter in random forests that governs the number of input features to consider on each split. 4, 5 Analogously, increasing n dir allows individual trees to fit better by choosing more optimal splitting directions, which decreases bias. However, it also increases correlation between trees, which increases variance-intuitively, the benefit of ensembling is reduced as the individual models become less diverse. The optimal setting of n dir involves a tradeo↵ between these opposing e↵ects, and can be estimated using cross-validation. In our analyses, we used n dir = 2, which was chosen in an ad hoc manner, and not optimized using the data.
Randomized trees are fit independently, and the model combination procedure itself doesn't involve any fitting. Thus, as in random forests, there is no risk of overfitting by increasing the number of trees S. 4, 5 Rather, increasing S serves to decrease variance, thereby increasing accuracy of the ensemble. Therefore, S should be set as high as computationally feasible. However, performance eventually asymptotes, so there is little additional benefit to increasing S beyond a certain point. In our analyses, we used S = 100.
Measuring distance between network states
The model of state transitions learned in Section 1.2 was used to construct a distance measure between states. Distances between points on a low-dimensional manifold can be used to estimate geometric and topological properties of the manifold, and to map points to low-dimensional, intrinsic coordinates on the manifold. 6 The choice of distance measure plays an important role in estimating these quantities from the data.
Manifold learning algorithms are often based on predefined distance measures in input space (e.g. Euclidean distance). In our application, this would correspond to comparing the firing rates of each neuron in di↵erent states. However, it is unclear a priori how to measure the similarity of firing rates in a way that reflects their meaning or influence on the network. Instead, we sought to learn distances from the behavior of the network itself.
We defined a novel distance measure based on transition probabilities, which captures structure in the dynamics of the system. For example, two states are assigned a small distance if the network transitions directly between them with high probability, and a large distance if the network only transitions between them by moving through many intermediate states. This notion of distance is agnostic to the nature of the states, and measures only how the network transitions between them. Our distance measure is based on arranging points on a manifold such that the transition probabilities of a random walk on the manifold match those estimated from the data.
Local distances
The PPCA forest models transitions over the entire, continuous state space. Restricting transitions to states in the dataset gives a discrete approximation to this process, captured by stochastic matrix P . Let P ij denote the probability of transitioning from state x i to x j :
where P (X t+1 | X t ) denotes the PPCA forest output. Suppose each state x i in the dataset has an image y i on a manifold. Consider a random walk that traverses these points, acting as a discrete di↵usion process on the manifold. The probability of transitioning from y i to y j can be approximated by an isotropic Gaussian kernel function:
where D ⇤ ij denotes local distance on the manifold from y i to y j and Z i is a normalizing constant such that transition probabilities sum to one. For convenience, we assume Z i = 1, as distances can be adjusted to compensate.
Assume transition probabilities of the random walk are equal to those estimated from the data. Setting random walk transition probabilities to P ij and solving for distances gives:
Global distances
When calculated as in (8), D ⇤ measures ideal local distances on the manifold. However, it is infinite when the estimated transition probability between states is zero, and is not symmetric unless estimated transition probabilities are symmetric. We used local distances to define a global, symmetric distance measure suitable for manifold learning. Similar to isomap, 7 we defined the global distance between two states as the length of the shortest path from one to the other via any intermediate, connected states. Consider a directed graph G whose vertices correspond to states. An edge from vertex i to vertex j exists with weight D ⇤ ij if there is nonzero probability of transitioning from state i to state j. The global distance from state i to state j is given by D G ij , the geodesic distance on G from vertex i to vertex j. Geodesic distances between all pairs of states were computed using Johnson's algorithm. 8 Geodesic distances were then symmetrized to give the final, global distance:
Learning intrinsic manifold coordinates
Points on the manifold can be indexed by a set of low-dimensional coordinates. Intrinsic manifold coordinates were obtained for observed network states by embedding them into a vector space such that distances on the manifold were approximately preserved. Given pairwise distance matrix D (as estimated above), d-dimensional intrinsic coordinates {y 1 , . . . , y T } ⇢ R d were obtained for each data point by solving the following optimization problem:
This problem corresponds to Sammon mapping 9 -a form of nonclassical, metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) 10 -using our novel distance measure that captures structure in dynamics. In (10), we seek embedding coordinates such that Euclidean distances in the embedding space best match the given distances in the least squares sense. The weight term 1 Dij places greater emphasis on preserving distances between points that are nearby on the manifold. This choice reflects the importance of local distances, in that: 1) Local distances are directly computed from estimated transition probabilities, whereas global distances are derived from them; and 2) Local distances are of primary relevance to recovering the local topology of the manifold. However, the fact that global distances do contribute to the embedding may provide robustness over purely local embedding techniques. 6 The dimensionality d is a hyperparameter, and can be selected using the method described in Section 6.
We solved (10) using the conjugate gradient method. The optimization was initialized with the d-dimensional classical MDS solution for distance matrix N , which can be cast as an eigenproblem and solved in closed form.
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The solution to (10) is only specified up to rigid transformations. To obtain a canonical representation, we used PCA to center and rotate the solution (without discarding any dimensions). This ensured that the resulting manifold coordinates of the data were uncorrelated, aligned with the directions of greatest variance, and ordered by decreasing variance.
Mappings between state space and the manifold
Forward mapping
The above procedure (Section 1.4) produces intrinsic coordinates on the manifold for each network state in the dataset. However, it is also useful to have an explicit mapping from state space to the manifold, so that manifold coordinates can also be obtained for out-of-sample data that are not present in the training set. We treat this as a supervised learning problem: Given states X = {x 1 , . . . , x T } ⇢ R N with corresponding manifold coordinates
approximates y i for all i. In principle, any su ciently powerful, nonlinear regression method with multidimensional outputs could be used for this purpose. We used a nonparametric regression method originally proposed for use with locally linear embedding (LLE).
11 To map a new point x in state space onto the manifold, its k nearest neighbors {⌘ 1 (x), . . . , ⌘ k (x)} ⇢ X are found, as measured by Euclidean distance in state space. x is then expressed as a weighted sum of its neighbors. Weights w(x) are found that minimize the squared reconstruction error plus an`2 regularization term that encourages small weights. Weights are constrained to sum to one, which makes them invariant to translation of x and its neighbors (they are also invariant to rotation and scaling).
An e ciently computable, closed form solution to this optimization problem is described in.
11 Let G denote the local Gram matrix:
Let I denote the identity matrix and1 denote a vector of ones. The optimal weights can be found by solving the following equation and then rescaling the weights so that they sum to one.
(G + I)w =1 (13) x is then mapped onto the manifold by applying the same weights to the known images of its neighbors on the manifold {⌘
The number of neighbors k and the regularization strength are hyperparameters, and can be chosen using crossvalidation on the original dataset (where coordinates in state space and on the manifold are both known). In our analyses, we used 10-fold cross-validation.
Reverse mapping
A similar approach can be used to obtain an explicit mapping from the manifold back to state space. The reverse mapping gives the corresponding pattern of neural activity for any point on the manifold. As above, we treat this as a supervised learning problem: Given states X = {x 1 , . . . , x T } ⇢ R N with corresponding manifold coordinates Y = {y 1 , . . . , y T } ⇢ R d , learn a mapping g r : R d ! R N such that g r (y i ) approximates x i for all i. The nonparametric regression method described above can be used here, by reversing the roles of X and Y: 1) Given a new point y on the manifold, find its k nearest neighbors in the training set. 2) Find the optimal weights that approximate y as a linear combination of its neighbors. 3) Obtain g r (y) by applying the same weights to the known coordinates of the neighbors in state space. As above, the hyperparameters k and can be selected using cross-validation. The optimal hyperparameter values for the forward and reverse mappings will generally di↵er.
Computational considerations
Preprocessing with PCA
The data can be preprocessed using principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce its dimensionality, thereby speeding up further computations. In this case, the network states described above (Section 1.1) represent the component scores at each timepoint, rather than the raw activities of neurons. The ambient dimensionality N of state space then corresponds to the number of components. We used PCA preprocessing in our analyses, and chose N to preserve at least 95% of the variance of the raw neural activity. This gives a lower-dimensional linear subspace (in which a nonlinear manifold of even lower intrinsic dimensionality is embedded), without discarding much information.
Dimensionality reduction decreases the time needed to estimate transition probabilities, and to evaluate mappings between state space and the manifold. For example, fitting the PPCA forest requires multiple eigenvalue decompositions of covariance matrices, each requiring O(N 3 ) time. Evaluating the nonparametric regression models described in Section 1.5 involves pairwise distance computations whose runtime scales linearly with N . In some cases, dimensionality reduction may give the additional benefit of denoising the data. Note that, when PCA preprocessing is used, the mappings described above (Section 1.5) relate component scores to manifold coordinates. In this case, raw neural activity can easily be related to manifold coordinates by transforming raw activity to component scores (and vice versa) using the simple forward and reverse mappings provided by PCA.
Accelerating PPCA forest training
Training the PPCA forest requires fitting multiple local PPCA models. A node is split at each step of fitting an individual decision tree, which requires selecting a splitting direction and threshold from a set of candidate values. The direction and threshold are chosen to maximize the likelihood of the PPCA models for the child nodes created by the split. This requires fitting two PPCA models for each possible choice of splitting direction and threshold.
Given a splitting direction, an exhaustive search over thresholds may be computationally prohibitive. To speed up training, a smaller set of thresholds can be tested instead. For example, we implemented the following procedure. Given a candidate splitting direction, the best threshold is selected from a small number of candidates (e.g. 10 or 20) that divide the data into even quantiles along the given direction. Golden section search is then used to optimize the threshold, starting from this initial value.
Alternatively, to speed up training even further, we use the following approximation procedure. Given a splitting direction, the threshold is chosen such that the mean successor state for each child node best predicts the actual successor states, as measured by the squared error. This is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood, assuming that the distribution over successor states for each child node is an isotropic Gaussian distribution. This optimization problem does not require estimating or decomposing covariance matrices, and can be solved e ciently using running sums to update the error for each choice of threshold, rather than recomputing it from scratch. 12 Once the threshold has been chosen, full PPCA models are then fit to the successor states for each child node. This procedure is repeated for each candidate splitting direction, and the final direction and threshold are chosen to maximize the likelihood of the PPCA models. Therefore, only a single PPCA fit per direction is required.
Landmark approach
Once transition probabilities have been estimated, learning the manifold structure as described above involves computations on distances between all pairs of network states in the dataset. For T timepoints, this requires O(T 2 ) memory. Computing geodesic distances using Johnson's algorithm has time complexity O(T log T +T |E|) (where |E| denotes the number of pairs of network states with nonzero transition probability). Finding manifold coordinates using Sammon mapping has time complexity O(iT 2 ) (where i denotes the number of iterations). These requirements can become infeasible for datasets with many timepoints.
To enable manifold discovery with large datasets, we employ a 'landmark approach' similar to that described in 13 . The PPCA forest is fit using the full dataset. Thereafter, distances are computed between a representative subset of states called 'landmark points', which are used to learn the manifold structure. Thus, computational complexity depends only on the number of landmark points T 0 ⌧ T . In our analyses, we used T 0 = 2000, allowing distance computations and manifold learning in just a few minutes on standard hardware. We selected landmark points as the medoids obtained via k-medoids clustering 5 of all states in the dataset (using Euclidean distances between states). For very large datasets, landmark points could instead be chosen using an e cient, greedy algorithm described in. 13 Using the landmark approach, intrinsic manifold coordinates are obtained for each landmark point. To obtain full trajectories on the manifold, all states can then be mapped onto the manifold using the forward mapping described above (Section 1.5).
Probabilistic PCA
Probabilistic PCA (PPCA)
1 is a probabilistic variant of classical PCA, formulated as a Gaussian latent variable model. We use it as a means to fit a Gaussian distribution with low-dimensional constraints on the covariance matrix-that is, the variance along many directions should be small.
N denote a set of generic data points. Given a specified dimensionality q, PPCA models the data with a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix C = W W T + 2 I, where W is a N ⇥ q matrix, I is the identity matrix, and 2 is the noise variance. This expression for C constrains the variance along each of the smallest N q directions to equal 2 . The log likelihood is given by:
The maximum likelihood PPCA parameters have closed-form expressions that can be computed from an eigendecomposition of the sample covariance matrix. The mean is equal to the sample mean of Z:
Let { 1 , . . . , N } denote the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix of Z (in descending order) with corresponding eigenvectors {u 1 , . . . , u N }. The maximum likelihood noise variance is equal to the average of the smallest N q eigenvalues:
Let ⇤ q = diag( 1 , . . . , q ) and U q = [u 1 , . . . , u q ] contain the top q eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix. The maximum likelihood covariance matrix is:
The dimensionality q is a hyperparameter, whose value can be selected based on the data. A separate value is selected for each local set of points on which PPCA is run. In our analyses, we chose q as the minimum number of dimensions containing fraction ↵ = 0.95 of the total variance:
q can also be chosen using Bayesian model selection. In this case, q is selected to maximize the evidence p(Z | q), for which 14 gives an e ciently computable, closed form approximation.
Data processing
Analyses were performed on a subset of the data collected in. 15 For each task (RFT, SMT), we selected 3 behavioral sessions to analyze, from 3 di↵erent rats. Individual sessions were chosen to maximize the number of simultaneously recorded cells, after those with very high or low firing rates were removed, as described in the following paragraph (cell count after removal, RFT sessions 52, 20, 41 for rats 103, 107, 108; SMT sessions 42, 15, 23 for rats 103, 106, 107).
After obtaining spike trains processed as in, 15 we performed the following additional procedures. For each SMT session, we removed all spikes which occurred during the inter-trial interval (as defined in 15 ), restricting our analyses to activity from the trial portion of the task. We then defined population activity vectors for each behavioral session via the following steps. We first removed cells with mean firing rate less than .05 Hz or greater than 5 Hz. The purpose of the first threshold was to reject SMT cells that had no activity during the trial-portion of task (which were the only cells removed), for the simplicity of implementing our analyses (including these cells would not have a↵ected the results of the paper). The purpose of the second threshold was to remove putative interneurons. 15 For each of the remaining cells, we computed a binned firing rate by convolving its spike train with a Gaussian kernel (standard deviation, .7 seconds), resulting in a smoothed, continuous-time signal which we sampled at a constant rate (temporal bin width, .05 seconds). We concatenated the firing rates in each time bin across cells to create population activity vectors, which were used in all subsequent analyses.
Reconstructed activity vectors and reconstruction score
In Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, we defined a forward mapping g f : R N ! R d from state space to intrinsic manifold coordinates, and a reverse mapping g r : R d ! R N from intrinsic manifold coordinates to state space. The composition of these two maps defines a "reconstruction map" h = g r g f : R N ! R N . For activity vector x 2 R N , let x = h(x) 2 R N denote the corresponding reconstructed activity vector. The vectorx represents the image of x under a mapping from the activity vectors to the reconstructed manifold, viewed as a subspace of activity space. The reconstruction score s (shown in Fig. 2b , and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2 ) is defined as the fraction of variance in the activity vectors {x t } explained by the reconstructed activity vectors {x t }. Specifically, if we define µ = mean({x t })
where kxk denotes the Euclidean norm of x, then s is given by
To compute the activity reconstructions shown in Fig. 3 , we used a cross-validated version of the above procedure. For each trial l, we ran the MIND algorithm on a training set, defined as the union of activity vectors not from trial l, obtaining a forward map g to the activity vectors from trial l (the test set) to produce a low-dimensional embedding of the network trajectory on that trial (as shown in Figs. 3d, 3e, top) , and we applied h train to produce a corresponding high-dimensional reconstructed trajectory (as shown in Figs. 3d, 3e , bottom, for two individual cells (corresponding to two coordinates of the highdimensional reconstruction)). The scores associated with these reconstructions, as shown in Fig. 3c , are defined in Section 13.
Manifold firing fields
We use the terminology "manifold firing field" to refer to the activity of a given cell, viewed as a function of intrinsic manifold coordinates. Manifold firing fields were depicted in one of two ways.
Let y 2 R d denote the intrinsic manifold coordinates of a particular high-dimensional state x 2 R N , and let x i 2 R denote the value of the ith coordinate of x, i.e., the activity of cell i in that state. In Fig. 2e (SMT) as well as Extended Data Figs. 6 and 7, we depict manifold firing fields simply by visualizing x i as a function of y. For aid of visualization, only landmark points are shown (see Section 1.6.3). In Fig. 2e (RFT), x i is visualized as a function of the the first two manifold coordinates (ordered by variance). In Extended Data Figs. 6 and 7, all coordinates are shown.
In Figs. 3d and 3e , manifold firing fields are meant to indicate the activity reconstructed from the manifold. Therefore, these fields are not given by each cell's true activity values x i , but rather its reconstructed activity values x i (see Section 3). Intuitively, these "reconstructed" manifold firing fields represent the activity of each cell projected onto, or smoothed along, the manifold. When the reconstruction is accurate, these fields will closely approximate the fields computed by the first procedure above.
Poisson model and behavioral firing fields
We tested the hypothesis that the hippocampal activity manifolds contained structure beyond the measured behavioral variables by comparing the real data to a Poisson null model. 16 Under this model, each neuron's activity was generated according to its behavioral firing field, and did not contain any sources of variability beyond Poisson noise.
To define behavioral firing fields for each cell, we divided the measured behavioral variables (position in the RFT or sound frequency in the SMT) into discrete bins, using bin sizes of 2 cm 2 for position and .06 log kHz for frequency. The unsmoothed behavioral firing field e b i (s) was given by the average firing rate of cell i in bin s. We smoothed e b i (s) using a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation 1.5 times the bin size to produce the behavioral firing field b i (s).
Given the time series s(t) of behavioral variables measured in each session, we linearly interpolated the behavioral firing field b i (s) to define the time-varying rate b i (s(t)), which we denote b i (t) by abuse of notation. The synthetic Poisson spike train for cell i was then defined as a sample from an inhomogeneous Poisson process with underlying rate b i (t). We repeated this procedure for all cells, producing a simulated dataset which we analyzed exactly as the real data. For the dimensionality analysis in Fig. 2b , we used 100 simulated datasets.
Intrinsic dimensionality score
To estimate an optimal manifold dimensionality, we defined an intrinsic dimensionality score, adapted from the Gromov-Hausdor↵ distance between metric spaces. 17 For each dimensionality d, the score G = G(d) was computed using the original data points X = {x t } ⇢ R N , their low-dimensional manifold coordinates Y = {y t } ⇢ R d , and their reconstructionsX = {x t } ⇢ R N . The score implemented a tradeo↵ between two terms, one quantifying how similar X was to X , the other quantifying how similar Y was to a uniform d-dimensional ball. In the expressions below, kak denotes the Euclidean norm of vector a.
We first transformed the vectors in Y so they were on the same scale as the vectors in X , as follows. For a set of vectors S = {s t }, let µ S denote the mean of S, and let r S denote its radius, which we defined as the 95th percentile of the distances {ks t µ S k}. We scaled each element y 2 Y by the transformation
The score G was then defined as the negative of the maximum of two terms, G = max(G 1 , G 2 ) (we took the negative so that the optimal dimensionality occured as a peak rather than a trough, for the purpose of visualization). We defined G 1 to be the 95th percentile of the reconstruction errors {kx t x t k}. To define G 2 , let v j denote the jth coordinate vector in R d (i.e. the vector with ith coordinate equal to 1 if i = j, and 0 otherwise). For a vector v, let H(v, Y) = min y2Y kv yk denote the minimum distance from v to a vector in Y. We defined G 2 to be the 95th percentile of the set of distances
As d increases, G 1 goes down as the reconstruction has more degrees of freedom for fitting the original data, but G 2 goes up as the manifold coordinates of the activity vectors are less able to fill up space in the d-dimensional ball. We define the optimal manifold dimensionality to be the dimensionality which maximizes G(d).
Although the score was motivated by the Hausdor↵ and Gromov-Hausdor↵ distances between metric spaces, 17 it does not involve any search over mappings between spaces; rather, we use the candidate mappings provided by MIND.
To display G(d) in Fig. 2b , we scale the scores for each dataset to range from 0 to 1, since we are only interested in the value of G(d) relative to the maximum.
In our tests, many details of the definition of G(d) could be changed, including changing the percentiles, or replacing them by the mean or median, without changing the optimal dimensionality estimates.
Peer-prediction score
As a cross-validated measure of reconstruction performance for each manifold dimensionality, we computed peerprediction (or "leave-neuron-out") scores as described in.
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The peer-prediction score quantifies the extent to which a given model can be used to predict the activity of one cell from the activity of its "peers" (the other recorded cells). For each dataset of activity vectors X , we computed the score as follows. The procedure requires cross-validation with respect to time as well as neurons. Therefore, we began by constructing k splits of the time points into training and test set, using the procedure described in Section 10. We took k = 4 for each dataset. We used these temporal splits for the rest of the analysis.
The analysis produces a single score L d for each manifold dimensionality d, which itself is an average over scores, one for each choice of hold-out cell. For each choice of cell i, we removed cell i from the dataset, resulting in a set of N 1-dimensional "peer" activity vectors X b i ⇢ R N 1 , as well as the set X i ⇢ R of activity values for cell i. X i can be thought of as a set of activity vectors for a population of size one.
For each choice of one of the k temporal splits, we applied the MIND algorithm to the training set X ). The prediction mapping reconstructs the activity of the held-out cell from the activity of its peers. It was trained on landmark points only, as in the original algorithm.
Let L denote a choice of loss function, and let j be an index denoting the choice of temporal split. We computed the loss for each temporal-split:
which we used to compute the test loss for cell i (and manifold dimensionality d):
We took L(x, y) = kx yk 2 /T (where x and y are scalar time series of length T ), and we then defined the peer-prediction score L d to be the mean Euclidean error for each cell,
so that the final loss funtion was a mean root mean squared error (RMSE) across cells. Finally, for computational reasons, the analysis was restricted to the 30 cells from each behavioral session with the highest maximum firing rate (if the session had fewer than 30 cells, all cells were used).
Field stability plots
To examine field stability we split the rat 103 SMT dataset into its first and second halves. We then used MIND to separately fit a 2d manifold to each half (2 being the optimal dimension, as previously estimated), and we assessed stability by plotting the firing fields from the first and second half side by side for each cell. Fields were plotted for the 15 cells with the highest firing rate across the session.
We marked the center of mass of each field in red. If x i t denotes the firing rate of the ith cell at time t, LM denotes the set of time points corresponding to landmark points, and y t denotes the 2d manifold coordinates for the state at time t, then the center of mass c i for the ith cell is
Simulated high-dimensional place cells
To validate our intrinsic dimensionality estimator, we constructed a set of simulated high-dimensional datasets, modeled as idealized place cells for a rat foraging in a high-dimensional arena. Any dimensionality estimator will be subject to the "curse of dimensionality," in that the sample complexity of the dimensionality estimation problem will generally be exponential in the true dimensionality. Therefore, in addition to idealized, highly-sampled simulations to validate the definition and implementation of the estimator, we also tested the estimator on simulations with sampling matched to the data. For each dimensionality d, a simulated dataset consisted of a set of firing rates over time, defined in terms of a trajectory {x t } in the d-dimensional unit ball B (i.e., the set of points in R d with norm less than or equal to 1). The firing rate of cell i was determined by its firing field, which was modeled as a d-dimensional Gaussian bump with center c i 2 R d , amplitude a i 2 R, and standard deviation i 2 R. At time t, the firing rate of cell i was given by
The random trajectory {x t } was generated as follows. We first chose a set of m unordered vectors {x} uniformly at random from B. We created a trajectory by ordering these vectors via an iterative procedure, defined in terms of a parameter s which specified the approximate step size. The procedure was initialized by choosing x 1 at random from {x}. Next, given an ordering x 1 , . . . , x t up to time t, we defined a target s t for the tth step size (i.e., the distance kx t x t+1 k) by taking s t = ✏ t s, where ✏ t was chosen randomly from [0, 1] at each step. The next vector x t+1 was then chosen to minimize the value |s t kx t x t+1 k| subject to the following criteria: 1) x t+1 was not already chosen in the sequence; 2) x t+1 was closer to x t than to x t 1 , i.e.,
This last criterion encouraged the trajectory to move forwards; if no remaining vectors satisfied it, it was ignored. Finally, we linearly interpolated this sequence of m vectors to reach a target trajectory length of T time steps. We verified that the trajectories had no unrealistic discontinuities by ensuring that the largest step size was less than 2s. In all simulations, we took s = .1, m = 5000, and T = 17500 (the number of time steps in the rat 103 RFT dataset).
For the highly-sampled idealized simulations, we used 128 cells, with a i = 1 and i = .5 for each cell. We defined centers c i to be vertices of the unit cube centered at the origin, chosen randomly without replacement. When there were more than 2 d centers, we chose the remaining centers uniformly at random from B. For the data-matched simulations, we matched the cell parameters to properties of the rat 103 RFT dataset. We used the same number of cells (52), and for the ith cell, we set a i equal to the maximum firing rate of the ith cell in the dataset. We chose field centers c i independently and uniformly at random from B. Next, having chosen a i to match each cell's maximum firing rate, we adjusted i in order to match each cell's mean. Specifically, after choosing a i , c i , and computing the trajectory as above, a choice of i determined the firing rate r i (x t ). We therefore used a 1d bounded optimization routine to find the value of i in the interval [0, 2] which minimized the distance between mean(r i (x t )) and the mean of the ith cell's true firing rate. We implemented this optimization with Matlab's fminbnd function. Finally, we applied the same Poisson noise procedure as described in Section 5, generating smoothed Poisson spike trains from the underlying simulated firing rates.
For all simulations, we ran the MIND algorithm with the same parameters as for the data.
Decoding measured behavioral variables
We performed decoding using cross-validated Gaussian process regression (GPR). Our inputs were a set of vectors {r(t)} over time, either low-dimensional embedding coordinates Y, or network states X . The outputs to be decoded were behavioral variables {s(t)}.
To minimize the influence of local temporal correlations, we employed a blocked cross-validation approach. We first divided time into k contiguous blocks of equal size, and we removed the last T bu↵ = 1 second from each block. For the ith cross-validation fold, i = 1, . . . , k, the ith block was held out as the test set, and the remaining blocks were combined to form the training set. We then trained a GPR model to predict s(t) from r(t) using landmark points from the training set (we trained on landmark points for computational reasons; see Section 1.6.3 for their definition). In the RFT, where s(t) was the animal's position, we treated x and y positions separately, fitting independent models to predict each coordinate. The model fits were performed using the fitrgp function in Matlab 2018a, with default parameters (i.e., using the squared exponential kernel, with hyperparameters fit by maximizing the marginal likelihood). For each fold, we applied the trained model to the test set, and defined the test set error to be the average Euclidean distance between the true and predicted behavioral variables. We defined the final decoding error to be the average of the test errors across all k folds.
The error bars in Fig. 2c indicate the standard deviation of the k test set errors. We took k = 10 in our analyses.
Analyzing single-trial activity in the SMT
In the SMT, we analyzed single-trial activity by selecting peaks in the firing rate on each trial, using the following procedure.
We analyzed each SMT dataset separately. We first removed all cells that fired fewer than 5 spikes per trial, unless this left less than 10 cells, in which case we took the 10 cells with the highest maximum firing rate (for rats 103, 106, and 107, this resulted in 11, 10, and 10 cells, respectively).
For a fixed cell and trial, we defined a set of significant peaks on that trial. Significant peaks were defined as peaks in the firing rate vs. log frequency curve r = r(f ) satisfying two criteria: 1) they exceeded mean(r) + s.d.(r), and 2) they had a peak prominence exceeding mean(r)/2, meaning there was a vertical drop of at least mean(r)/2 on each side of the peak before another peak or the edge of the signal was reached. We implemented this using the findpeaks function in Matlab 2018a, after zero padding the signal r on the left and right to ensure that edge points could be included as peaks.
In what follows, as well as in the main text, we refer to the location (i.e, frequency value) of a peak as its position, and we refer to the height of a peak as its amplitude. For simplicity, we normalized the vector f of log frequency bins to the interval [0, 1] by subtracting its minimum value and then dividing by its maximum. Furthermore, for each cell, we scaled r(f ) by its maximum value across trials. Therefore, peak positions and amplitudes each ranged between 0 and 1.
For simplicity, we analyzed trial-to-trial variability with respect to one primary peak location, and did not consider multiple peaks. Therefore, for each cell and trial, we needed to choose a primary peak from the set of significant peaks on that trial. However, since our goal was to quantify peak variability, we needed to avoid artifactual variability which would arise from cells with multiple peaks, if we selected mismatched primary peaks from trial to trial. To this end, for each cell, we simply chose the assignment of primary peaks to trials which made position variability as small as possible. Algorithmically, we implemented this as follows: for a given frequency bin f , we took the primary peaks on each trial to be the significant peaks with position closest to f (including no selection, if the trial had no significant peaks). For each f , we combined these primary peaks into a set S, and computed its position variability score, defined as the interdecile range of the positions of all peaks in S. We iterated this procedure over all frequency bins f , and took the set S with the smallest variability score as the set of trial-by-trial peaks for cell i.
Quantification of trial-to-trial variability
The procedure in Section 11 defined a set S of primary peaks for each cell i, with at most one per trial. We refer to the sets of positions and amplitudes of the peaks in S as the position and amplitude distributions for cell i, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3b (top) . We quantified variability for each cell by computing the interdecile range of its position and amplitude distributions, as shown in Fig. 3b (bottom) .
Single-trial reconstruction scores
To quantify how well the peak positions and amplitudes from the reconstructed activity matched those in the data, we first selected peaks from the reconstructed activity b r(f ) as follows (see Section 3 for the reconstruction procedure itself).
We selected significant peaks on each trial, as in Section 11. For a given trial j, let b S j denote the significant peaks for the reconstructed firing rate on trial j, and let S j denote the significant peaks for the real firing rate. Let s j 2 S j denote the primary peak, as described in Section 11. To pair s j with a corresponding reconstructed primary peak b s j 2 b S j , we used the Hungarian algorithm 20 to match elements of S j and b S j . We then defined b s j to be the element assigned to s j , or to be empty (i.e., no reconstructed peaks on that trial) if no element was assigned to s j . We used this matching approach as a way of handling the existence of multiple peaks in the activity and its reconstruction, given our goal of analyzing a single peak per trial. Rather than simply pairing s j with its nearest reconstructed peak, this more conservative procedure paired s j with the nearest reconstructed peak that was not more preferably matched to another significant peak in the real activity. However, follow-up analyses might treat multiple peaks more directly.
For each cell, once we had a choice of reconstructed primary peak b s j for every trial, we quantified the agreement between the real and reconstructed peaks by computing the mean absolute error (MAE) between real and reconstructed positions and amplitudes across all R trials. For real and reconstructed positions p j , b p j , this is
and likewise for amplitudes. On less than 3% of trials, either the real or reconstructed firing rate had no primary peak, in which case that trial was removed and did not contribute to the error.
Noise correlations
We computed noise correlations as in 21, 22 . For cell i recorded during the SMT, let b i (s) denote its behavioral firing field (see Section 5), which gives the expected activity of cell i at sound frequency s. If s(t) denotes the time course of frequency throughout the behavioral session, then we let b i (t) = b i (s(t)) denote the expected activity given the frequency value at time t, by abuse of notation. If r i (t) denotes the firing rate of cell i as a function of time, we define the noise correlation c ij as the Pearson correlation coe cient betweenr i (t) = r i (t) b i (t) andr j (t) = r j (t) b j (t), thought of as vectors indexed by time. In notation, this is
where hx, yi denotes the inner product of vectors x and y. As a summary statistic in Fig. 3f , we compute the average absolute value of the noise correlations across all cell pairs.
Noise correlation shu✏es
To test for noise correlations in the SMT, we defined a shu✏e procedure that preserved the average sound frequency tuning of every cell, while removing any trial-by-trial correlations between cells beyond those resulting from their frequency tuning. Conceptually, the shu✏e is implemented by replacing a cell's activity on trial a by its activity on trial b, chosen at random, after warping time on trial b so that the frequency sweeps in both trials are aligned. This is repeated for each trial, and the same shu✏e is then repeated independently for each cell.
In detail, let r i j (t) denote the firing rate of cell i on trial j as a function of time t, and let f j (t) denote sound frequency as a function of time on the same trial. Choose a random permutation of trial labels, j 7 ! j 0 . We will replace the activity vector r i j 0 (t) on trial j 0 by the activity vector r i j (t) on trial j, while preserving the frequency dependency of r i j (t). To do so, we consider r i j as a function of f = f j (t) (f j (t) and f j 0 (t) are strictly increasing frequency sweeps through the same frequency values). We linearly interpolate r i j (f ) at query values f j 0 (t) to create a new activity vectorr i j 0 (t). We do this for all trials, and concatenate ther i j 0 (t) to create a shu✏ed activity vector r i (t) for cell i. To create a shu✏ed dataset, we repeated this procedure independently for all cells. We used 250 noise correlation shu✏es in our analyses.
We remark that this shu✏e procedure is feasible due to the trial structure of the SMT, in which the same sequence of measured behavioral variables is presented on every trial, up to temporal rescaling. An analogous shu✏e in the RFT, for example, would be less straightforward.
Synthetic place and grid cell data
Synthetic place and grid cell activity was used to validate manifold discovery methods. This data was generated using a model network containing 50 place cells and 50 grid cells, driven by the simulated trajectory of a rat exploring a two-dimensional box with side length 88 cm. The instantaneous firing rate of each cell was given by the amplitude of its place or grid field at the current position of the rat, with additive white Gaussian noise (noise standard deviation was 1/5th the signal standard deviation).
Place fields were modeled as isotropic Gaussian functions centered randomly in the environment, with width 41.6 cm (full width at half maximum; FWHM). Each grid field was modeled as a sum of Gaussian bumps centered on a hexagonal lattice. Grid cells were organized in four modules, and grid fields within a module shared a characteristic spacing, width, and angle. The lattice spacing and bump width for each module increased by a factor of 1.3 relative to the previous module, with base spacing 39.8 cm and base width 27.4 cm (FWHM). The angle of the hexagonal lattice progressed in increments of 15 across modules. Lattice phases were random for each grid cell. These parameters were chosen to approximately match previous experimental observations. 23 17 Deviation analysis
Predicting behavior from manifold coordinates
To identify deviations from coding instantaneous behavior in the RFT, we predicted the rat's position from the 3d manifold coordinates representing population activity at each timepoint. Time series containing position and manifold coordinates were first downsampled to a rate of 4 Hz to speed up subsequent Monte Carlo analyses. Cross-validation was used to avoid overfitting during position decoding, and was performed in a blocked manner to minimize temporal dependence between training and held-out data. The time series containing manifold coordinates and animal position were partitioned into ten contiguous blocks, and each block was held out in turn. A Gaussian process regression model was fit to the remaining data, then used to predict position from manifold coordinates in the held out block (see Section 10 for details). Predictions for all held-out blocks were then concatenated to give a time seriesẑ(t), specifying the predicted position at time t.
Comparison to Poisson model
When analyzing deviations, we used the Poisson model as a null model. In this case, activity encodes the rat's instantaneous position by construction, and any di↵erence between the predicted and actual trajectories through the environment is a consequence of random variation. We fit the Poisson model and generated synthetic activity as in Section 5. 2000 surrogate datasets were generated for each rat, containing firing rates along the rat's actual trajectory through the environment. A manifold (with dimensionality 3, chosen to match the real data) was fit to the expected firing rates (i.e. the rate function of the Poisson process for each cell) as in Section 1. The forward mapping for this manifold was used to obtain 3d manifold coordinates for each surrogate dataset, as in Section 1.5.1. Manifold coordinates were used to predict position as described above for the real data, using two-fold blocked cross-validation.
Lag estimation
Leading and lagging deviations were quantified by estimating the temporal lag between the predicted positionẑ(t) and actual position z(t) at each timepoint, using dynamic time warping (DTW).
24 DTW aligns two time series by nonuniformly stretching and shrinking them along the time axis to minimize a distance measure. In our analyses, DTW was used to align z andẑ, producing a warping path W = {(u i , v i )} that minimized the Euclidean distance between points in the warped time series: min
The warping path W consists of a series of paired time points such that z(u i ) is matched toẑ(v i ), with time points constrained to increase continuously and monotonically, and to cover the entire range of the time series. The warping path was also constrained by requiring that |u i v i | did not exceed 5 s. Lag was estimated as the time elapsed between the actual position at time t and the predicted position assigned to it by DTW (or the mean time elapsed if there were multiple assignments). Positive lag indicated thatẑ was leading z, and negative lag indicated that it was lagging behind.
For all subsequent analyses involving estimated lags, we included only timepoints where the actual position matched its DTW-assigned predicted position with high confidence. To meet this criterion, the actual position must fall within the 75% credible region for the corresponding predicted position-the central, ellipsoidal region of the Gaussian posterior distribution (given by Gaussian process regression) containing 75% of the probability mass. This criterion excluded points where the trajectories did not reliably match, such as detour deviations. Fig. 2 show the overall distribution of estimated lags across time. The probability density function was estimated using a kernel density estimator (Gaussian kernel, bandwidth selected using two-fold blocked cross-validation). The cumulative distribution function was estimated as the empirical CDF.
Lag distribution
The overall magnitude of estimated lead and lag was quantified as the mean absolute lag across timepoints. For the Poisson model, we computed the mean and standard error of this statistic across surrogate datasets. To test the hypothesis that mean absolute lag was greater for the real data than the Poisson model, we calculated a one-tailed p value as the fraction of surrogate datasets where mean absolute lag was greater than or equal to that in the real data.
Significant leads & lags
We sought to identify individual timepoints where lead or lag was unlikely to have arisen due to random variation as in the Poisson model. At each timepoint, we tested the hypothesis that the real data had lag of greater magnitude than the Poisson model. Two-tailed p values were calculated as the fraction of surrogate datasets where the absolute lag was greater than or equal to that in the real data. To account for multiple comparisons over many timepoints, we controlled the false discovery rate (FDR) at a level of 0.05, using the procedure described in. 25 Significant leads and lags were identified as timepoints with positive or negative lag, respectively, and FDR q value less than 0.05. Because the rat's trajectory was identical for the real data and Poisson model, comparing individual timepoints controlled for any influence of local trajectory properties on the estimated lag.
Detour detection
Detour deviations occurred when the actual position di↵ered strongly from the predicted position, and this di↵erence could not be accounted for by lead or lag. To detect detours, we compared the actual position at each timepoint to its DTW-assigned predicted position. The use of DTW assignments excluded di↵erences due to lead or lag. Detours were said to occur when the actual position fell outside the 95% credible region for the corresponding predicted positionthe central, ellipsoidal region of the Gaussian posterior distribution (given by Gaussian process regression) containing 95% of the probability mass.
Analysis of manifold reconstruction error
To determine whether population activity remains on the manifold during deviations, we examined the manifold reconstruction error-the Euclidean distance in firing rate space between population activity and its projection on the manifold (i.e, its image under the reconstruction map, see Section 3). We calculated the Pearson correlation of reconstruction error with decoding error, and with absolute lag. 95% confidence intervals were estimated using a moving block bootstrap approach (10000 iterations) to account for temporal dependence. 26, 27 Stationarity of the time series to be bootstrapped was first verified using augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests with multiple lags and significance level ↵ = 0.05. Block size for the moving block bootstrap should be large enough to cover the range of temporal dependence in the data. It was chosen to be at least twice the lag at which the autocorrelation function of any time series decayed to a level that was statistically indistinguishable from zero (with ↵ = 0.05). Changing the block size did not a↵ect our results (tested within a factor of 2).
Comparison to PCA and isomap
In Extended Data Fig. 5 we compared MIND to principal component analysis (PCA) and isomap, 7 two well-known methods for manifold learning and dimensionality reduction. We chose these methods because of their widespread use, and because MIND builds directly on ideas from both techniques. In addition to other manifold learning algorithms, 6, 18, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] all three methods serve complementary purposes, and are useful in di↵erent situations. A fundamental similarity between MIND, PCA, and isomap is that they produce a low-dimensional representation of the data by attempting to preserve distances. 6 All three methods e↵ectively use a form of multidimensional scaling (MDS)
10 to obtain low-dimensional manifold coordinates where Euclidean distances match distances computed between the original data points. PCA and isomap use classical MDS, whereas MIND uses Sammon mapping 9 -a variant of nonclassical, metric MDS that places greater emphasis on preserving small distances.
However, each technique measures distances between data points in a unique way. PCA uses Euclidean distances, whereas isomap uses geodesic distances, which are estimated from local Euclidean distances between neighboring points. MIND uses a novel distance measure based on estimated transition probabilities between network states (see section 1.3). For each method, the distance measure is an essential choice governing the type of structure to capture.
For example, as a consequence of their distance measures, isomap and MIND can discover nonlinear manifolds, whereas PCA is restricted to the linear case. However, PCA is more e cient when the underlying structure is truly linear. Another important distinction is that MIND captures structure in the dynamics of the system, whereas PCA and isomap are insensitive to dynamics-randomly permuting the temporal order of the data would not change their output. In contrast, PCA and isomap are sensitive to the relative positions of data points in input space, as a consequence of their use of Euclidean distances. For example, changing the firing rate of a neuron might strongly a↵ect the distances computed between network states. However, the MIND distance measure does not directly depend on the firing rates in di↵erent states, but rather how the system moves through these states. In this manner, MIND attempts to learn natural distances from the behavior of the network itself, rather than ascribe a priori meaning to particular di↵erences in activity patterns.
To compare methods quantitatively, we fit 2d manifolds to population activity recorded from rat 103 in the RFT. Because isomap does not provide a mapping from intrinsic manifold coordinates back to activity space, we asked how well each manifold captured the measured behavioral variables. Given that position in the 2d environment accounts for a large portion of the variation in firing rates over time, a 2d manifold that captures this structure should be similar to the environment. To visualize results, we plotted manifold coordinates colored by the rat's position in the environment at each timepoint (Extended Data Fig. 5a ). The manifold recovered by MIND smoothly encoded position, whereas dissimilar positions were more intermixed on manifolds recovered by isomap and PCA. To quantify the geometric similarity between manifold and environment, we compared the Euclidean distance between every pair of points on the manifold to the distance between the corresponding pair of points in the environment (Extended Data Fig. 5b ). Pearson correlation between distances was 0.76, 0.55, and 0.23 for MIND, isomap, and PCA, respectively (2 ⇥ 10 6 pairs of points). Finally, to measure how well the manifold captured information about position, we decoded position from manifold coordinates as in section 10. Extended Data Fig. 5c shows mean squared decoding error, estimated using 10 fold cross-validation over temporally contiguous blocks of data. Decoding error was 1.8%, 57.7%, and 116.6% greater than the raw data for MIND, isomap, and PCA, respectively. Therefore, with dimensionality matched to the number of measured behavioral variables, the manifold recovered by MIND is geometrically similar to the environment. Furthermore, it captures most of the information about the rat's position that is available to the decoder in the raw firing rates. In contrast, isomap and PCA recover manifolds that are less similar to the environment, and capture less information about position. Determining how such performance di↵erences relate to the various conceptual di↵erences between methods is an interesting topic for future investigation.
